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1 Introduction  Traditionally the focus of transportation professionals has been to maximize the amount of people that can be moved around as efficiently as possible, but it has led to a situation where some of the intrinsic needs of human beings have been neglected. According to Venter (2016) over the course of the 20th century, transportation professionals pursued a view, where the speed of transportation systems should be maximized. Venter sees that this traffic-based view surfaced a mentality where new, faster technologies within vehi-cles and infrastructure were seen to lead to better-connected communities. Somewhat similar, stagnant focus still exists within the transport discipline. As we might observe in many places today, this has led to a too narrow focus on transportation performance or infrastructure capacity, forgetting why individuals take trips, where they travel and how they choose to travel (Venter, 2016).   The performance of our transport system is tightly interconnected to a complex network of causalities (e.g., intertwined with land development, equity issues or financial sustain-ability) that is constructed in different human interactions. Sustainable transport debates have had the tendency to simplify problems to a scale where they can be solved through technological solutions like electrification of vehicles or with objectives that focus on 
aggregated ‘efficiency’. Such technological and utilitarian centered ‘solutions’ tend to ignore systemic issues and instead of fixing them they may introduce indirect social ex-clusion or environmental rebound effects. Thus, the discussion around the ‘efficiency’ of infrastructure and transport technology can be seen as a superficial solution to this com-plex equation of interaction. Instead of focusing only on aggregate efficiency, there has also been a shift towards the concept of equity and disaggregated group-based views on accessibility (e.g., Martens, Singer & Cohen-Zada, 2022). In order to measure the sys-temic capabilities for interaction, one has to acknowledge that there are systemic con-straints in transport systems that are involved in social injustices, like transport poverty and other social exclusion effects. One way to analyze this complex network of causalities is to measure how accessible interaction opportunities are.  Accessibility offers the possibility to evaluate social exclusion effects that some decision makers might consider of high priority in valuation of transport projects. This is some-thing the traditional cost-benefit analysis (CBA) as transport appraisal method is consid-ered to be uncapable of evaluating (Van Wee & Geurs, 2011; Van Wee, 2012; Lucas et al., 2016, Pereira, Schwanen, & Banister 2017). Even though equity related transport re-search is growing, there still has been limited amount of accessibility related research that evaluates access to multiple different opportunities and from the perspective of those who tend to be the most disadvantaged. Researching equity of access is now more topical than ever. People tend to use large part of their income to transportation and as the costs of food, living and energy have gone up, providing access with affordable and sustainable modes is critical. Some metropolitan transport plans such as those in London, Paris, Syd-ney and Atlanta have already begun to employ accessibility evaluation as part of their environmental justice assessment (Deboosere & El-Geneidy, 2018). In Finland there are still very few such initiatives, most prominently in the capital region (e.g., HSL, 2020).   Finland has drafted its first national transport system plan (Traffic 12) and has set objec-tives to accelerate a transition towards a more sustainable system (Finnish government, 
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2021). One of the key objectives of Traffic 12 is to improve accessibility. Yet currently there seems to be little research from a national perspective of access. To the author’s best knowledge there are no well-known research where accessibility equity has been evaluated from a holistic, nationwide perspective of multiple different opportunity types in Finland or elsewhere. According to Geurs, Krizek and Reggiani (2012) there have been some initiatives in the UK, where GIS accessibility tools have been made available for the national government. The UK government has published some accessibility indicators at the neighborhood level combining transport network data and population data (Lucas, Stokes, Bastiaanssen & Burkinshaw, 2019). Although there is still lack of a comprehen-sive take on accessibility. Some of the other known studies tend to focus only on few catchment areas in key locations instead of looking at the whole nation (e.g., Deboosere & El-Geneidy, 2018). From the perspective of sustainable modes, system wide access in Finland has only been evaluated from the perspective of passenger cars and public transport, often neglecting cycling (Kotavaara, Nivala, Lankila, Huotari, Delmelle & An-tikainen, 2021; Traficom, 2021b). These evaluations are also often done from the per-spective of one opportunity type (e.g., jobs or healthcare opportunities). Currently access to job opportunities is measured by the Finnish transport and communications agency (Traficom, 2021c) and extensive research of health care access in Finland has been done in Oulu university (Kotavaara et al., 2021). Thus, there seems to be a gap in research and in access measurements.   This thesis is part of the ex-post evaluation process that the Finnish Transport and Com-munications agency (Traficom) coordinates. The goal is to gain a way to evaluate access of sustainable transport modes (cycling and public transport) and to gain a way to how accessibility equity could be evaluated and analyzed on the transport system level. One of the key criteria was also to research if the spatial distribution of accessibility equity could be somehow monitored on a national level. Thus, the aim is to produce a GIS-based metric that can possibly be used as a policy support tool in evaluation of transport systems and to produce an explicit example how such an indicator can be operationalized. The purpose of this study is not to provide a comprehensive analysis of the state of access across sustainable modes in Finland, nor is it to make the normative distinctions where accessibility is at a sufficient or insufficient levels. Instead, the purpose is to research a framework where such analysis, normative distinctions and discussions can be made.  As Emberger and May (2017) have highlighted, there seems to be relatively little research how national governments carry out their responsibilities for nation-wide regulation and governance of transport. According to them, the national scale tends to only focus on infrastructure provision and management. There seems to be a need for more clearly de-fined and quantifiable objectives in national transport plans. Because of this gap in re-search and identified need, part of the agenda of this thesis is also to highlight the policy framework of Finnish transportation system and to give out explicit examples how acces-sibility related objectives could be quantified. Hence, the following research questions were set:  
• What is a fair transportation system? 
• In what ways equity of access has been measured? 
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• In what ways fair accessibility of public transport and cycling could be measured on a national-/regional level?  
 To answer these questions the research process has been divided into several different chapters. The process starts with a literature review on the notion of accessibility, distrib-utive justice, contemporary methods of how accessibility is measured and the current state of Finnish accessibility policies. In chapter 3 the methodology is described, how an ac-cessibility indicator is operationalized for evaluation of equity at a system level. As the aim of Traficom is to do continuous accessibility assessment, the process is described in explicit steps. In the results chapter the aggregated accessibility metrics are showcased and their usability from the perspective of equity is demonstrated. Finally, chapter 5 pre-sents the conclusions of the thesis, which includes a discussion section on results, discus-sion on methodology and data reliability, and the author’s recommendations for future research and development. 
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2 Background  2.1 Definition of accessibility  There is vast and increasing amount of accessibility related research within the transpor-tation discipline, but a lack of unifying description for the term. Part of it is because ac-cessibility as a term is quite flexible and complex. The goal of this section is to provide the reader a more explicit definition of the term. To the transport discipline the term was first introduced by Hansen (1959), who described it as “the potential of opportunities for 

interaction”. Accessibility is often mixed with ‘mobility’ or ‘connectivity’. Although mo-bility, connectivity and accessibility are interconnected with each other, they describe very different things. As Miller (2020) explains, where mobility looks at actual spatial interactions of individuals, and connectivity looks the extent of where one point in a net-work is connected, accessibility looks at the potential for interaction. Access defines how people can interact with their surrounding world by taking a part of different social and economic activities and exchange information, goods, and services (Miller 2018). De-boosere & El-Geneidy (2018) describe accessibility as the ease of reaching destinations.  Within the transportation discipline, accessibility has usually been reviewed as a speed-based metric, measured as a distance or time it takes between locations, neglecting its socio-economic constraints. This lack of perception leads only to bolster the view of faster transportation technologies and infrastructure as the sole solution to the problems at hand. Yet, what remains unclear for many – trying to solve every transport related problem by increasing speed or the capacity of infrastructure has not led to increased quality in access (e.g., induced demand). Even though the distance between two locations might be the same for different people, their level of access always varies because of their individual capabilities. We all possess different physical and cognitive capabilities and different lev-els of social and economic capabilities (e.g., income, community structure, residential location, available means of transportation and available infrastructure). Much of these individual capabilities determine, what is accessible to us, yet we tend to use very one-dimensional measurements when evaluating accessibility.   2.1.1 Components of accessibility   According to Venter (2016) a more integrated view on transportation and land-use sys-tems would support a more holistic view on accessibility, that would present the problems in transport as part of system-wide constructs. An exact description of all the causalities that construct accessibility simply does not exist, but we can try to look some of its fun-damental components as explicitly as possible. For this, the definition of four accessibility components by Geurs and Van Wee (2004) is used. These four components are a way to categorize policies on how to measure accessibility and are used as a tool throughout this research to pinpoint ways how Finnish transport authorities could measure and monitor the state of accessibility in the future. According to Geurs and Van Wee (2004, p. 128) accessibility consists of four core systemic components (see also figure 1):   1. The land-use component consists of spatial distribution, quality and number of opportunities at destinations (e.g., jobs, shops, healthcare, social and recreational facilities). It also contains accumulated demand from the locations where 
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inhabitants live. Part of the component is also the dynamic between supply and demand that presents opportunities with restricted capacities (e.g., jobs, schools, and hospitals).   
2. The transportation component is expressed as the disutility that accumulates when covering a distance between origin and destination, using a specific transport mode. According to Geurs and Van Wee (2004) this disutility consists of time (time spent traveling, waiting and parking), costs (fixed and variable costs that it takes to procure transportation) and effort (physical and cognitive factors like re-liability, level of comfort, risk for accidents). This disutility is in connection to the dynamic of supply and demand of the land-use component and infrastructure. The supply of infrastructure impacts travel speeds, number of lanes, public transport timetables and travel costs. 
3. The temporal component reflects what kind of constrains does the available sys-tem produce. In other words, what are the time windows for opportunities that individuals seek.  
4. The individual component represents the needs, abilities and opportunities of in-dividuals. The needs depend on things like age, income, educational level, and household situation. Abilities are reflected by the individual conditions of physi-cal and mental capabilities and the availability of travel modes. Opportunities could be thought as a balancing act between externalities that are presented (for example by the land-use component) and the needs and abilities an individual possesses (e.g., travel budget, educational level). These characteristics play a part 

in determining the person’s level of access to different modes or spatially distrib-uted opportunities (e.g., does an individual have the qualification to work a job near certain locations) (Geurs & Van Wee, 2004). 

 Figure 1. Relationships between components of accessibility (Geurs & Van Wee, 2004).  
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 All of the components are connected to each other, and from this relationship different levels of access are formed. Geurs and Van Wee (2004) suggest that the land-use compo-nent is one of the defining factors of the relationship. Pointing out that the location of activities is an important factor determining travel demand (transport component). Dis-tribution of activities also input time restrictions for individuals (temporal component) and restrict some of the opportunities individuals might have, based on their own physi-cal, mental and social capabilities (individual component) (Geurs and Van Wee 2004). The individual component is equally important as it is the final determining factor of the 
individual’s capabilities to interact. This is because valuation of time, monetary costs, effort and comfort vary between individuals and result in different levels of accessibility (Martens, 2012).   2.2 Distributive justice in transportation planning  Distributive justice is understood how benefits and burdens are distributed among society (Pereira, Schwanen & Banister, 2017). In other words, it looks to understand what is fair. As some researchers (e.g., Martens et al., 2022) have pointed out, equality in accessibility seems an impossibility. From this perspective, distributive justice is an important factor to weigh in. How our decision makers collectively choose to interpret what is considered fair access, defines the policies how we tend to subsidize the system. As transportation is increasingly understood as a good that impacts the capabilities of a person, transport re-searchers have devoted increasing attention towards the definition of justice in distribu-tive policies which include the distribution of accessibility. Still, this is not always a de-finitive goal in transport planning practices or in decision making processes as they often tend to ignore the distribution effects of transport benefits (Van Wee and Geurs 2011; Pereira et al. 2017). The focus tends to be on stagnant utilitarian approaches, like cost-benefit-analysis (CBA), where utility (benefit) is maximized for maximal amount of peo-ple, without making a recognition who might need it the most (Lucas et al., 2016; Mar-tens, 2017). Martens (2017) argues that this seems to be the case, because there is a lack of clearly defined ways to assess the distribution of benefits (i.e., accessibility). The aim of accessibility-oriented approach is to try to unravel this stagnant paradigm of the disci-pline.  The purpose of this section is to give a glimpse of different distributive justices commonly discussed within contemporary transport research. The goal is not to give out a normative stance, how benefits and burdens should be distributed, nor is it to give out a detailed explanation of every ethical norm that exist. The aim is to look at some of the recent literature how distributive justice in relation to accessibility has been interpreted within the transport discipline. First, the differences between the terms; equality, equity and jus-tice are clarified and then few of the known theories in political philosophy that have been proposed as a premises for distribution of transport benefits are explained.  2.2.1 Equity, Equality and Justice  Because of their contextual flexibility, often among transport professionals there seems to be a bit of confusion about the terminology of distributive justice, particularly of “eq-

uity”, “equality” and “justice”. To characterize them better, equity can be best described 
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as ‘fairness’ and it implies a moral judgement how a particular good like accessibility should be distributed (Van Wee & Geurs, 2011). An equitable system would give each person the resources and opportunities they require to achieve fair outcomes in society. What is a fair outcome is then determined by the broader idea of justice among our soci-ety. On the other hand, the term ‘equality’ refers to a particular way how a good is dis-tributed and does not assume a normative stance, how it should be done (Van Wee & Geurs, 2011). In other words, equality means giving everyone the same resources or op-portunities without implying moral judgement who should receive more or less. A situa-tion where a good is distributed can be equitable (fair) and at the same time unequal.   According to Pereira et al. (2017) view based on different theoretical traditions proposed by Fraser (1995), Kymlicka (2002) and Young (1990) justice can be understood as a threefold political and moral ideal: “(1) how benefits and burdens are distributed in soci-ety (distributive justice); (2) the fairness of processes and procedures of decision and dis-tribution (procedural justice); and (3) the rights and entitlements which should be recog-
nized and enforced.” As some authors have noted, equity does not necessarily have a 
distinctive difference from the term ‘justice’, rather equity is used to describe particular elements of justice (Pereira et al., 2017; Van Wee & Geurs, 2011). This is why the two terms (justice and equity) are also used interchangeably here in this research to describe a fair distribution of benefits and burdens in transport planning.  2.2.2 Utilitarian approach to transport project appraisal   Modern transport project appraisal methods tend to focus on utilitarian principles where methods like CBA are used to evaluate transport benefits (Van Wee, 2012; Lucas et al., 2016, Di Ciommo & Shiftan, 2017; Pereira et al., 2017). In CBA calculations costs and benefits are quantified and expressed in monetary terms. This view has been criticized for the lack of ethical considerations. Utilitarianism is the ethical foundation of CBA, as it compares policy options based on maximized utility (Van Wee, 2012). The Utilitarian principle is part of the ethical family of consequentialism (Lucas et al. 2016). Consequen-tialism is an act that: “is morally right if and only if that act maximizes the good, that is, if and only if the total amount of good for all minus the total amount of bad for all is greater than this net amount for any incompatible act available to the agent on that occa-
sion” (Standford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2019).   According to Di Ciommo & Shiftan (2017) the main advantage of CBA is that it is easy to compare and communicate, when costs and benefits are aggregated to a simple mone-tary metric, but it lacks the tools to evaluate the ethical dimension, to whom benefits and burdens are distributed. CBA accounts for the changed levels in welfare, but it lacks to evaluate the change in group or area-based levels (Di Ciommo & Shiftan, 2017). As we live in a time where sustainability (not only environmental but also social) is held as key value of societal activity, it can be argued that they should also be more intrinsic to transport evaluation. Sometimes accessibility calculations are also included in cost-ben-efit analysis. What comes to CBA based accessibility metrics however, utilitarian per-spectives tend to focus only on travel time savings forgetting group or individual based changes (Van Wee & Geurs, 2011). Hence social exclusion metrics are not included.   
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 2.2.3 Egalitarian principle and primary social goods  
According to Rawls’ (2004) egalitarianism theory, perfect equality of a good is not nec-essarily a way to achieve fairness. What this means is that, not all inequality is unfair as sometimes fairness comes at a price of limiting some individual liberties (Pereira et al. 2017). Rawls’ (2004) egalitarian theory of justice comprises of two important factors. First of the two proposes that for justice we should focus on the provision of so called 
‘primary social goods’ (Van Wee & Roeser 2013; Lucas et al., 2016) and that individuals’ basic rights and liberties should be equally applied to everyone (Pereira et al. 2017). Based on the Rawlsian principle, the focus should not be on producing the maximum amount of welfare (unlike in the utilitarian principle) but on the provision of benefits that 
can be considered to be ‘primary needs’ for all persons (Van Wee & Roeser, 2013). Ac-cording to Van Wee & Roeser (2013) primary social goods of Rawlsian philosophy are:  

• Basic liberties, including freedom of association 
• Freedom of movement and choice of occupation 
• Powers and prerogatives of offices and positions of responsibility 
• Income and wealth 
• The social bases of self-respect  From these five primary goods, the distribution of the first two categories is the most important (Van Wee & Roeser, 2013). Van Wee & Geurs (2011) make an argument that in transport planning, accessibility should be held as the most important primary good to measure. Accessibility can be considered as an embodiment of the first two Rawlsian primary goods in transportation, as it enables the freedom of what opportunities to access and associate to. Access to some opportunities like grocery shops, schools and medical services can be considered as a more primary focus than others (Van Wee & Geurs, 2011).  

According to Lucas et al. (2016) the second principle of Rawls’ (2004) arguments is that we should seek the greatest benefit for the least advantaged members of society. For ex-ample, a reasonable action in transport planning could be to support those who are less capable (e.g., low income or elderly) of accessing opportunities (e.g., low-income jobs or hospitals) within our transport system, instead of distributing benefits for those who have better individual capabilities to access opportunities (e.g., high income). This is a devia-tion from current transport appraisal trends that tend to have cost-benefit-analysis (CBA) as their starting point (Van Wee & Roeser, 2013). And ultimately is a question of values.  2.2.4 Domain of sufficiency and insufficiency   As egalitarian principles might be hard to explicitly incorporate into transport project ap-praisal, some have proposed an intermediate ethical standing between the traditional util-itarian and egalitarian principles, to help define more accurate ways to assess the distri-bution of accessibility. This alternative philosophical principle is called “sufficientarian-

ism” (Frankfurt, 1987). Sufficientarianism proposes that everyone should be entitled to a minimum level, sort of a threshold of some good or service. Injustice occurs if a popula-tion finds themselves below this set threshold value (van der Veen, Annema, Martens, van Arem & de Almeida Correia, 2020). According to Lucas et al. (2016) 
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sufficientarianism implies that instead of focusing on differences between people, it as-sumes that everyone should be well off until they are below the set threshold value when the distribution of certain benefit like accessibility is considered unjust.  According to Martens (2017), transportation system is only fair if it provides a sufficient level of accessibility to all under most circumstances. To develop fair access in most cir-cumstances, Martens (2017) suggest that we should specifically try to address, what is considered as sufficient and insufficient accessibility in transport planning. By doing so, we can more easily operationalize indicators that measure equity of transportation sys-tems. Many researchers have proposed that by operationalizing accessibility as a measur-able concept and setting minimum standards for it, policy interventions that would lead to the mitigation of transport externalities would be easier to conceptualize (Pereira et al., 2017; van der Veen et al., 2020). Clear distinctions in sufficiency also produce more com-parable policies and measures and will make them less arbitrary.   Some studies have suggested that typically more disadvantaged groups (e.g., low-income groups) are better served by public transport than others (Martens et al., 2022). These findings suggest, that disadvantaged groups tend to live at locations where transit service is better. Although some have pointed out opposing findings, where above-average in-come areas have enjoyed higher transit accessibility (e.g., Blanchard & Waddell, 2017). According to Martens et al. (2022) these views have been criticized for ignoring large gaps in car availability among socioeconomic groups, just by focusing on mode-specific analyses. The variety of different findings just goes to show, how much difference there are between locations and which of the different components of accessibility have been analyzed within the specific regional socio-economic space. It is also important to note that transport systems always benefit only a share of its users, while they burden others. For example, systems that rely heavily on automotive transport place heavy burdens on those who are not capable or are less capable of using automotives (Gössling, 2016).   2.3 Metrics for accessibility  Throughout the last 40 years, accessibility measures have been operationalized in many different ways, but often have been a misunderstood and poorly measured construct (Venter, 2016). During the last 20 years accessibility has begun to take a more central role in transport planning, as its importance has been recognized in many different policy agendas. Specifically, by measuring accessibility we can gain a notion about sustainabil-ity and social inclusion effects that we can then use to develop strategic policies for sus-tainable change. Accessibility is yet to be realized as a comprehensive measuring tool on a state level. Currently in Finland there are no accessibility related measures done on a state level that look at accessibility deprivation from the perspective of different popula-tion groups. This is because there seems to still be a gap in the research of the topic. Another contributing factor is the extensive and tedious workflows and long computa-tional times of GIS-based accessibility metrics. However, because of recent advances in open-sourced algorithms, producing such metrics have become possible (e.g., Pereira, Saraiva, Herszenhut, Braga, & Conway, 2021).  Accessibility can be measured in many different scales, but in contemporary transport research there are two types of accessibility metrics that are most common. Place-based 
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metrics and person-based metrics (Lucas et al., 2016; Deboosere & El-geneidy, 2018). Although Geurs et al. (2004; 2015) distinguish two additional metrics (infrastructure- and utility-based measures), an argument can be made that infrastructure- and utility-based metrics are just a subtype of place-based metrics. For clarity, only place- and person-based measures are looked at in this research. And as sort of a subtype of place-based metrics, group-based metrics are proposed for evaluation of transport systems.  2.3.1 Place-based metrics  According to Deboosere & El-Geneidy (2018, p.55) there are three common metrics for place-based accessibility. Cumulative opportunity measures, Gravity-based measures, and Utility-based measures. By far the most widely used metric in contemporary research is the cumulative opportunity measure. Commonly used to measure how many jobs can be reached from a particular point in space within a certain time threshold and transpor-tation mode (Deboosere & El-Geneidy, 2018). Gravity-based measures discount accessi-bility to destinations based on distance. The further the opportunity is, the less it contrib-utes to accessibility (Hansen 1959). The advantage of gravity-based models is that it does not have the problem of arbitrary travel time thresholds where individuals stop travelling (unlike in cumulative opportunity measures) (Deboosere & El-Geneidy, 2018). For util-ity-based metrics each destination is assigned with a specific notion of utility, then the logsum of all destinations within a potential choice set is calculated. Particularly because the cumulative measure is easiest to communicate among decision makers, it has been adopted in many recent studies (e.g., El-Geneidy, Levinson, Diab, Boisjoly, Verbich, & Loong, 2016; Owen, Murphy & Levinson, 2019).  Place-based metrics offer the opportunity to utilize geographical information systems to produce spatial distribution metrics of accessibility. Geurs and Van Wee (2004, p.133) suggest, that the problem with place-based accessibility measures, such as gravity-based 
models is that they do not take individuals’ perceptions into account. This might easily lead to a situation where all of the opportunities are implied to be equally desirable, re-gardless of time spent on travelling or the type of the opportunities available. This in turn might lead to a situation that favors the wealthier population as some authors (e.g., Lit-man, 2020; Geurs 2018) have proposed. Often these types of place-based measures are also extremely sensitive to travel time changes and hence are not very capable of meas-uring actual time-related accessibility developments. Often, they also tend to focus only on transport and land use factors due to data limitations (Deboosere & El-Geneidy, 2018).   2.3.2 Person-based metrics  Person-based measures try to observe how individual, or household activities can be reached given predefined time constraints (Geurs & Van Wee, 2004). Person-based measures recognize that participating opportunities has both spatial and temporal dimen-sions (Geurs, 2018). Geurs and Van Wee (2004) suggest that person-based space-time measures allow the capture of activity-based contextual, accessibility effects which al-lows a more sensitive assessment of individual variations of accessibility. According to Geurs (2018) hybrid approaches between utility-based and person-based have been de-veloped. For example, some researchers have proposed that time can be extended to a more generalized notion of utility or disutility, what in theory reflects individual 
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valuations (e.g., El-Geneidy et al., 2016; Miller, 2018). Similar approaches in Finland have been done in the capital region of Finland (e.g., HSL, 2020). Person-based metrics are still an evolving perspective to impact assessment.  2.3.3 Group-based metrics for transport evaluation  Lucas et al. (2016) have proposed to use socially relevant accessibility impacts (SRAIs) as a base of equity analysis. Using something like the Gini index to compare different statistical inequalities between different social groups or areas and analyzing both person-based and place-based accessibility. According to study made by Pritchard, Tomasiello, Gianotti and Geurs (2019), the Gini coefficient assesses the egalitarian distribution of accessibility but does not provide insights into the areas or population groups with higher or lower levels of accessibility. Instead, Pritchard et al. (2019) recommend using some-thing like the Palma ratio, to compare accessibility between richest decile of the popula-tion and the four poorest deciles.   Recently many new place-based methods have emerged that offer the possibility to ac-count for some of the individual perceptions of access. For example, in their study “Ac-

cess Across America: Transit” Owen et al. (2019) utilized a person-weighted accessibility metric, that is weighted by the number of workers within each measurable unit. New efficient routing algorithms now also offer the possibility to set individual characteristics 
of one’s movement (e.g., Pereira et al., 2021). As algorithms have become more efficient and the workflow of producing access calculations become more fluent, multiple different place-based measures can be produced to account also for more personalized scales. For example, van der Veen et al. (2020) and Martens et al. (2022) have proposed a weighted indicator of different opportunities that would account for group-based fluctuations in accessibility.   For transportation planners working towards a more equitable system, it is important to be able to recognize subjects (groups of people or areas) for prioritization (van der Veen et al., 2020). For this Martens (2017) suggests finding ways to make distinctions of each 
subject’s severity of insufficiency in access. Martens has operationalized this recognition 
process to a something called the” Accessibility Sufficiency Index” (ASI) previously 

“Accessibility Fairness Index” (AFI) (van der Veen et al. 2020; Martens et al. 2022). van der Veen et al. (2020) suggest using the methodology defined by Martens (2017) as a way to operationalize different accessibility measures. The methodology, according to van der Veen et al. (2020, p. 1362) consists of six steps:  1. Defining a study area and groups for which this equity analysis is deemed relevant within this area (e.g., different income groups); 2. Assessing the sizes of these groups; 3. Choosing relevant destinations; 4. Choosing and specifying accessibility & potential mobility indicators; 5. Determining sufficiency thresholds for those indicators; 6. Assessing equity for all groups using the Accessibility Sufficiency Index  Ultimately accessibility is a measure of person specific choice set of opportunities. Every individual has a different understanding on what is a sufficient level of access (Martens 
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et al., 2022). Hence, finding the levels of sufficient and insufficient is strictly a normative process. As Deboosere & El-Geneidy (2018) have noted, access studies do not necessarily always measure socially vulnerable populations from the perspective of opportunities that they want to access. For example, low-income population are more likely to need access to low-income jobs than higher-income jobs. The adoption of new accessibility practices and measures will require addressing major constraints and barriers that connect trans-portation decision making to broader regional objectives concerning equity issues, land development or financial sustainability that accumulate from the different components of accessibility. Nonetheless it seems clear that by establishing explicit, comparable measures how to measure access, transport shortfalls are easier to conceptualize, and suf-ficiency levels are easier to set. Martens and Bastiaanssen (2014) view the development of such an indicator as an important tool that would allow systematic analysis of accessi-bility problems across regions, as well as a systematic comparison between regions.  van der Veen et al. (2020) propose that it is often useful for some transport planners to be able to focus solely on the shortfalls of accessibility that are produced through transpor-tation. Yet accessibility issues can be caused by many other things, like sub-optimal land use distribution. For example, poor accessibility to hospitals for some people can be im-proved by arranging transport to hospitals for that particular population but can also be solved by arranging hospital services closer to that population. When people are enjoying a high level of transport service, but low access it is hard to fix this fundamental problem through transportation. According to van der Veen et al. (2020), by setting threshold val-ues also for the quality of the transport network the role of transport planning can be delineated from access issues caused by land use.   2.4 Finnish national accessibility policies  In the Finnish transport governance, planning in the public sector is done on five different levels. On a municipal and urban area level, on a city-regional level, a regional level, supraregional strategic level and on a national level. Unlike in land use planning regime there are no statutory relationship between the different levels of transport system plan-ning (see figure 2). Where the national level would also steer the smaller scale plans. However, transport system planning is linked to land use planning on different levels. For example, regional transport initiatives that are set in regional transport system plans are ultimately outlined and steered by regional land use plans. Although the national transport plans do not hold a legal mandate over the other levels of transport plans, it does set guidelines and objectives that steer the lower-level plans (e.g., through financing) (Trafi-com, 2022).   Although the main perspective of this thesis is to look at accessibility from the perspective of transport and transport policies it is also useful to connect them with land use and land use policies. Afterall, accessibility is a fundamental concept for both planning institutions. In the past transportation and land use policies have been considered somewhat siloed approaches in the Finnish planning context, but during the last few years there has been an effort to increase cohesion between land use and transport policies. According to the PERUS-SKENE project published in the Government’s analysis, assessment and research activities (VNTEAS) there seems to be an increasing need to do cross cooperation be-tween administrative boundaries (Airikkala et al., 2022). Currently, a lot of overlapping 
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work is being done. As accessibility is something intrinsic for both planning practices, it could be established as cooperative foundation for joint strategic objectives between the two administrations, for increased cohesion.   

  Figure 2. Comparison of the different scales of planning done in the context of Finnish transport and land use systems (adapted from Traficom, 2022)  The Finnish national transport planning policies have been a subject of change during the recent years as the focus of transportation planning has shifted towards a more systemic way of thinking. There has also been an endeavour to increase the longevity of planning practices by trying to establish a more long-term planning policy on the state level. One of these policies is the introduction of National Transport System Plan (also known as Traffic 12), which is a new concept in the Finnish transport planning regime. The national transport system plan is a strategic tool for national level transportation planning, pro-duced by the Finnish Government. The plan includes a description of the current state and ongoing changes of the transport system; vision of the future state of the system; and objectives and strategic guidelines set for the plan (Finnish Government, 2021). The plan is drawn up for a twelve-year period, that can be fine-tuned according to each government term. The Finnish Ministry of Transport and Communications along with a parliamentary steering group oversee the preparation of the Traffic 12 plan. It is constructed jointly with other ministries and a cooperation group, consisting of relevant stakeholders (e.g., re-gional councils, The Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities, large urban regions, and other municipalities) (Finnish Government, 2021). The first Traffic 12 plan was submitted to the Finnish Parliament in 15 of April 2021.   2.4.1 Traffic 12 objectives and guidelines for accessibility  The purpose of the Traffic 12 plan is to steer the Finnish transportation system towards a more preferred normative state and to establish a more long-term planning paradigm that remains predictable in its actions across government terms. The shift towards a more 
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preferred state is steered through the various objectives and strategic guidelines set in the plan. The objectives are not very detailed, and rather aim to structure outlines for trans-portation planning and development in Finland. These outlines concern actions that pro-pose large systemic changes (e.g., mitigation of climate change). In the Traffic 12 plan for the years 2021-2032 “accessibility” is one of the three main objectives that present the outlines of a preferred system state. The Finnish Government (2021) defines the ac-cessibility objective as a future state that “will ensure access to the whole of Finland and 

will respond to the needs of business, employment and housing”. The objective towards an accessible system state is further divided into four different components. Each of them presenting their own set of guidelines. These components are:  1) International access to regions 2) Interregional accessibility 3) Intraregional accessibility 4) Travel and transport service levels  Particularly under the Travel and transport service levels component, there are three guidelines that explicitly impact factors of the social dimension of accessibility and are relevant for this research. According to these three guidelines in the Traffic 12 document:   
• Satisfaction with the transport system should be improved among all population groups and businesses. 
• Mobility opportunities should be ensured for different population groups to guar-antee social sustainability. 
• The transport network should support and promote sustainable community struc-tures.  These three guidelines are important to acknowledge to explicitly point out how there is a need for better ways to monitor and indicate what factors of the transportation system produce the deficit of accessibility. As Emberger & May (2017) have pointed out, national transport plans tend to suffer from the lack of clearly defined objectives.   2.4.2 Monitoring the Finnish national state of accessibility   Monitoring of the transportation system is done so that the decision makers would have access to premediated analysis of the current state of the system, on the base of which they can make educated decisions where to allocate actions and funding. As part of the Traffic 12 plan the Finnish Transport and Communications Agency (Traficom) has been tasked to do continuous monitoring of the Finnish transportation system. This is done by forming a strategic level situational pictures of the current state of the system (see figure 3). Each of the pictures include different indicators that try to describe the system-wide situation. In some ways these indicators try to match the guidelines set out in the Traffic 12 plan and hence, these situational pictures form the financial footing and operational environment for analysis and scenario work (Traficom, 2021a).   
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 Figure 3. Structure of Finnish Transport System Analysis. Highlighted in red is the situational picture that explicitly focuses on accessibility (Traficom, 2021a).  For the purpose of this study, the most relevant part of the system analysis is the situa-tional picture of mobility and accessibility. Traficom (2021b) divides indicators which measure accessibility into three different categories: Infrastructure-based metrics, place-based metrics, and utility-based metrics. These categories are aligned to the approach that Geurs and Van Wee (2004, p. 129) has proposed, only difference being the lack of person-based measures. From the perspective of infrastructure, accessibility is evaluated through the quality and coverage of the transport network. Indicators that measure this are travel times between different locations, length of the congested parts of the network, and what share of the population can access a specific mode of transport with a certain criterion (Traficom 2021b).   Traficom uses two different place-based indicators to measure accessibility. One of them is cumulative opportunities of accessibility and another is gravity-based accessibility (Traficom 2021b). Perhaps the more common, cumulative opportunities indicator is used to measure, how many workplaces can be reached from a given location within a certain time limit. For example, in the figure 4 you can see the cumulative accessibility of how many jobs are available within 30 minutes either by passenger car or public transport. For the gravity-based accessibility model (figure 5) the model gives much more weight for jobs that are further away.   In the measurements done by Traficom (2021c) the significance of public transport is much higher in the gravity-based model than on the cumulative model. This is because the cumulative model has a threshold for maximum travel time, which in this case is 30 minutes. The problem with gravity-based models is that for decision making they can be arbitrary and vague and do not necessarily provide a great platform for normative discus-sions of access. The current way of monitoring accessibility points out that it is not suffi-cient enough to describe the current state of accessibility in different population groups nor does it establish a clear image what is actually meant by accessibility in contemporary transport research. 
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  Figure 4. Cumulative accessibility of jobs within 30 minutes with passenger car or public transport (Traficom 2021c).   

  Figure 5. Gravity-based accessibility of jobs with passenger car or public transport (Traficom 2021c).  According to Traficom (2021b) the third way of measuring accessibility (utility) is based on microeconomic concept of utility maximization. According to this theory the traveller will select a way of traveling that will maximize the gained utility. For this it is common to use probabilistic choice models (i.e., logit models) that assess the probability of an individual to select a certain mode of transport or certain location to travel to, in order to maximize his or hers gained utility. Advanced utility-based models have not yet been done on a nationwide level (Traficom 2021b). 
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3 Methodology and data requirements  One of the goals of this research was to produce a way to measure nationwide accessibil-ity equity of the Finnish transportation system, particularly from the perspective of sus-tainable transportation. This chapter describes the initialization process of such an indi-cator. The methodology part is divided into five sections, each of them describing an explicit part of the initialization process: Communicability of the indicator, Data require-ments, Modelling accessibility, Cut-off thresholds and GIS-analysis. The process of ini-tialization is visualized in the Figure 6.  Perhaps one of the most important things to note when initializing an indicator that measures equity of access, is to define what constitutes as a sufficient level of access. As some of the researchers have suggested we should try to define it as an explicit threshold (e.g., Martens et al., 2022). Van der Veen et al. (2020) have pointed out, that if the trans-portation system does not produce a level of sufficient access, it can lead to social exclu-sion of individuals. As access is tied to individual properties and capabilities, and is also a key enabler of societal activity, the defining factors (e.g., cut-offs of indicators) that ultimately restrict what is measured as sufficient, should be decided through a normative process, instead of a positivist one (Páez, Scott & Morency, 2012). Even though the task of this study is not to specifically point out the parts in Finland where people are experi-encing insufficient accessibility, the task is to provide a metric that could be operational-ized as a tool to make such observations. This is why the selected cut-off thresholds are explained as transparently as possible. See table 1 for key assumptions made in the the methodology section.  Table 1. Summary of key assumptions made for the selection of opportunities and mobility thresholds.  
Threshold or method used: List of key assumptions 

Selection of opportunity types that are considered primary A 

Distance decay model used A 

Maximum length of walking trips to access, transfer or egress on a PT trip B 

Walking speed B 

Cycling speed B 

Network parts available for cycling (Level of traffic stress tolerated) B 

Maximum trip duration C 

PT trip departure time window C 

Maximum transfers during PT trip D 

A = Based on discussions with master's thesis steering group and available literature 

B = Based on available literature 

C = Based on discussions with the master's thesis steering group 

D = Arbitrary assumption 
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  Place-based indicators have proven to be a good way to analyse accessibility in many ways. With new powerful computing algorithms, the workflow to process large quantities of data and to produce multiple accessibility scenarios has become possible (Conway, Byrd & van der Linden, 2017). The processing capabilities have also opened the door for analysis of increasingly more vast areas. In this research a nationwide GIS-based acces-sibility analysis was done for different sustainable transportation modes. The particular modes selected, are cycling and public transport. Those not familiar with typical work-flows of GIS-based equity analysis, see: Klumpenhouwer, Farber, and Allen (2022) and van der Veen et al. (2020).  

  Figure 6. The initialization process of the indicator. Blue sections highlight stages for commu-nicative planning sessions for operationalization and future iterations.  3.1 Interpretability and communicability of the indicator  The goal is to produce an indicator that would be easily interpreted and communicated across decision makers. The communicability of an indicator is not just about how easy it is to interpret, but also about how transparent it is and how well it is able to address normative implications of society. As the indicator introduced here is to be used as a platform for further iterations in the future, it was seen important to provide as clear as 
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possible descriptions how the values for certain cut-off thresholds or different destination choice sets were selected. This is because by defining them, they already propose certain normative implications about where access is sufficient and where it is not. It was also seen important that different parts of the process should include a level of communicabil-ity, so that potential arbitrariness introduced during this research could be mitigated in the future iterations of the indicator. By identifying specific stages for communicative planning (see figure 6) in the actual initialization process, it will provide an easier plat-form for policymakers to address value-laden equity questions in specific stages. These communicative elements allow a platform for larger societal discussion, about what is considered to be normative, from the perspective of access.   The first stage where communicative planning could be utilized is the selection of rele-vant destinations. By doing this selection, we decide to which locations the particular group of people we are looking at ‘should’ have sufficient access. This requires a thor-ough collective decision making. The second stage has to do with data management. Alt-hough not directly involved with communicative decision making, it includes elements that indirectly impact the communicativeness of the aggregated metric. Producing a da-tabase in an easy to review format will increase the communicability and usability in the long run. Hence, the geographic data is aggregated into a single shapefile and CSV-format so that it would be easier to update and modify based on modelling needs. Similar to the first stage, the third stage also requires ‘drawing’ normative lines, as it involves deter-mining cut-off thresholds of daily mobility. Cut-off thresholds in this case describe what types of trips people want to make and are capable of making. A decision was made to tune the thresholds from the perspective of capabilities. The thresholds were set to the level of those, who typically from the perspective of transportation system, are less capa-ble.   3.2 Data requirements  The national 1 km x 1 km square grid database is used as a framework for the indicator and smaller 250 m x 250 m grid for regional scale examples. Different geographical in-formation about opportunities is aggregated into this grid (see figure 7). As an alternative, one could use different polygon shapes like zip-code areas or hexagon grid like in other similar studies (e.g., Pereira et al., 2021). In Finland the government agency Statistics Finland (2019) has a wide variety data available within a such grid format, so connectivity between the data and cross analysis of the data will be easier. Instead of using an empty grid covering the whole nation, using the grid data provided by Statistics Finland, the workflow of the modelling task will be easier to carry out. The grid data only contains those squares that have geolocated information about population structure, education, liv-ing conditions, income, and jobs (Statistics Finland, 2019).   3.2.1 Trip origins  In the modelling task the central coordinate of each 1 km x 1 km square (or 250 m x 250 m square for the regional example) was used as a trip origin for the modelling task. The 
origin coordinates have been calculated in decimal degrees, using ArcGIS pro’s calculate geometry tool (ESRI 2021).  
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  3.2.2 Opportunities (trip destinations)  As Geurs (2004) has pointed out, the location of relevant opportunities to trip origins play a significant role in accessibility. For the modelling task different types of destinations were selected. From the perspective of equity, it was seen important to select those op-portunities that reflect the basic needs of human beings. While opportunities like restau-rants and movie theaters were left out of the indicator, opportunities that can be consid-ered as a primary social good were included. Thus, public services and commercial ser-vices like grocery stores and pharmacies were included.  Key destinations selected for the indicator were: job opportunities, educational facilities, hospitals and clinics, libraries, outdoor activity or sport areas, grocery stores and pharma-cies (see table 2). The selection of different destinations was based on discussions and feedback from the steering group of this thesis. When iterating this method further, there should be a more thorough round of discussions about the selection of destinations and their normative implications. Most of the destination choice set has been collected from different data sources, mostly readily available in ESRI shapefile or GeoJSON format. Some of the data (e.g., grocery stores and pharmacies) have been web scraped from the 
store websites using Python’s Selenium library. Ultimately the point data (see figure 8) 
has been aggregated into to the grid database using the ArcGIS pro’s spatial join tool (ESRI, 2020). After the aggregation, each grid of the database contains information about the number of opportunities within it. For the routing task the central coordinate of each grid cell is then used as a destination for the routing task.  Table 2. The availability of data used as a destination choice set. See data references for further information.  
Destination dataset Availability Data producer 

Workplaces (2019) 
Chargeable product 

(Grid database) 
Statistics Finland 

Educational facilities (2021) Open access Statistics Finland 

Hospitals and Clinics (2021) Open access Finnish institute of health and welfare 

Libraries (2022) Open access OpenStreetMap contributors 

Outdoor activity or sports facilities 
(2022) 

Open access University of Jyväskylä 

Grocery stores (2022) 
Web data extraction / 

Open access 

Kesko 
M group 
S group 

Valvira (Lidl stores) 

Pharmacies (2022) Web data extraction Association of Finnish pharmacies 
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 Figure 7. Spatial distribution of workplaces across Finland on a 1 km x 1 km national grid.   
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 Figure 8. Map illustrating the spatial distribution of other opportunity types than workplaces (total 9167).    
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3.2.3 Multimodal transportation network  The modelling tool utilized in this study requires a transportation network in an Open-StreetMap pbf format and GTFS data as a set of arguments (Pereira et al., 2021). Pbf data was downloaded for the whole nation from Geofabrik’s (2022) website. The GTFS data used in the study is a combination of data from different service providers around the country, collected by Traficom and Finnish environment institute (Finnish environment institute, Traficom, Matkahuolto & Digitransit, 2021).  3.3 Modelling accessibility  One of the premises of this study was also to use a sufficient open-sourced modelling tool, that could be utilized to produce several different accessibility scenarios from vast regional areas. As Pereira et al. (2021) note, often expensive software licenses or inade-quate processing capabilities set barriers for modelling tasks. Problems surface when the study area or other relevant data needs are vast, they culminate in form of extensive, la-borious workflow procedures. Often the available methods also lack the capability to an-alyze the accessibility of public transport within the network all the way from trip origins until different opportunities (Pereira et al., 2021). As the purpose of this study is to pro-duce an indicator for vast areas, the data processing requirements became one of the most important criteria.  In their recent study, Higgins et al. (2022) researched the processing capabilities of dif-ferent available modelling tools. They reviewed four different software that are capable of producing multimodal routing operations (ArcGIS pro, Emme, R5R and OpenTripP lanner). From these four the workflow of R5R software turned out to be the most efficient, especially when processing large quantities of data (see table 3). Higgins et al. (2022) compared the processing time of 10 000 x 10 000 origin-destination matrix. For example, in the case of ArcGIS pro, it took approximately 50 minutes when the same operation in R5R took only 8 minutes. R5R was also the only tool that was able to calculate 100 000 x 100 000 matrix under 24 hours (Higgins et al., 2022).  Table 3. Comparison of processing time of different routing operations (Higgins et al., 2022, p. 107). 
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 Based on the findings of Higgins et al. (2022) the R programming language based R5R turned out to be the most capable candidate because of its processing power, open avail-ability, easy to use interface and dynamic public transport routing capabilities (Conveyal, 2022).  3.3.1 Routing with R5R  R5R is a package for the R programming language developed by Pereira et al. (2021) and 
is designed to be as a simple interface to Conveyal’s (Conway, Byrd and van der Linden, 2017) R5 routing software. R5R contains four core functions that serve as an interface to R5 (Pereira et al., 2021). From these four, two are utilized within the initialization of this accessibility indicator (see figure 9):  1. setup_r5(): builds a multimodal transportation network that is used for the routing tasks in R5. The function loads a compiled JAR file from R5 and saves it locally for future use. The file is combined with the OSM pbf file and GTFS files to a routable network object.  2. travel_time_matrix(): calculates an estimated travel time between origin-destina-tion pairs for a specific departure time or for a time window the user has set. For 

the calculation of travel time the package utilizes R5’s RAPTOR extension. The RAPTOR extension is a specific algorithm that allows dynamic routing of multi-ple different public transportation schedules. 
 

3. accessibility(): calculates an estimated accessibility for different opportunities set by the user. The user can select from different decay functions for simulate dif-ferent impedance measures caused by the distance between locations. There are five different decay functions available (step/cumulative, exponential, fixed ex-ponential, linear, logistic). For differences of different decay functions, see figure 10.  In R5R the user can select from different transportation modes (Pereira et al., 2021), that are set as arguments for the different functions:  
• Transit modes: tram, subway, rail, bus, ferry, cable car, gondola, funicular, or transit (all available modes)  
• Non transit modes: walk, bicycle, car, rental bicycle, car park 

 

The user can also set many other cut-off thresholds as arguments that characterize the daily mobility done on the network. The application of these cut-off thresholds is looked in more detail in part 3.4.  
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 Figure 9. Interface of R5R and a demonstration of the functionality (Pereira et al., 2021).  

 Figure 10. Most common decay functions (Levinson & King, 2020).  3.3.2 R5 and the RAPTOR algorithm  R5 routing software and the interface used in this study (R5R) utilize a R5 specific ex-tension of RAPTOR (Round-Based Public Transit Optimized Router) algorithm, which is capable of routing much faster than typical Dijkstra based algorithms (Conveyal, 2022). Unlike Dijkstra’s algorithm, RAPTOR does not look links of the network individually, but instead is capable of dynamic and simultaneous processing (Delling, Pajor, and 
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Werneck, 2015). The simultaneous processing task allows the use of multi-core pro-cessing, which makes the routing much faster. Unlike Dijkstra’s algorithm, it also does not require preprocessing. RAPTOR algorithm allows to look at multiple different sched-ules, which means that the departure time does not need to be specific point in time. As specific departure times have a downside of sometimes misrepresenting certain areas un-fairly. For example, for a given walking speed one would arrive in time to a bus stop to hop on a bus, if the departure time would be 7:00 pm, but would arrive late if the set departure time would be 7:01 pm. Instead, the algorithm returns an average accessibility (or travel time) of each minute within the given time frame (Delling et al., 2015). This allows perhaps a fairer representation of those areas that might have a lower public transport frequency. The algorithm also allows to dynamically optimize between different possible public transport routes within a certain set time window. The access across dif-ferent available routes is calculated for each minute within a set time window, all the way to the selected opportunities. The same technique also applies for public transport trans-fers if the user allows transfers for the model (Conway, Byrd ja van der Linden, 2017).   3.4 Cut-off thresholds  Different cut-off thresholds have been assigned in this accessibility model, what ulti-mately define what appears as spatially accessible. During the initialization process, the cut-off thresholds were set based on previous research and discussions with the master’s thesis steering group. The application of some cut-off thresholds remained on semi-prac-tical level but were tuned down from observed averages based on literature recommen-dations. For future iterations there should be a more thorough round of discussions what to set as sufficient and from which perspectives. The set of specific thresholds is seen important, as then priority can be given to those who suffer the largest insufficiencies (van der Veen et al., 2020). See a summary of the different cut-off thresholds set in this research in the table 4. A summary of key assumptions behind the selected values can be found in the beginning of chapter 3, in table 1. The reasoning behind each value is de-scribed in more detail in each subchapter.  Table 4. Summary of cut-off thresholds used within the accessibility model.  
Cut-off parameter Cut-off threshold 

Time scenario 30, 45 and 60 min 

Modes looked at Transit, Cycling 

Departure time for workplaces and education 
Time window 7-7:30 am 

Departure time for other opportunities Time window 10-10:30 am 

Maximum transfers per PT trip 1 

Maximum distance one will walk to access, egress 
or transfer on a public transport trip 

1 km (for each leg of the journey) 

Walking speed 3.6 km/h 

Cycling speed 
15 km/h (walking speed for network sections 

that exceed the set LTS value) 

Level of traffic (LTS) stress tolerated by cyclist 2 
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 3.4.1 Distance decay model and trip duration  Eventually cumulative opportunities (i.e., step model) was selected for the distance decay model, because of its communicability and its consistent results across different spatial settings. The measure represents potential opportunities that are accessible within a cer-tain time frame. Cumulative opportunity measures are appreciated because they are con-sidered to be easy to also understand by others than transportation specialists (Levinson & King, 2020). The cumulative measure also gives consistent results across different time windows and different locations. Hence, they are a very useful tool for benchmarking. From the viewpoint of decision making such comparability can be seen as an advantage. As decision making happens across different disciplines, communicability across them is also relevant. (Levinson & King, 2020; El-Geneidy & Levinson, 2022)  Most of the contemporary mathematical formulas that measure accessibility to opportu-nities are in some way descendants of something called the Hansen equation (equation 1) (Hansen, 1959; Levinson & King, 2020):   (1) 
𝐴𝑖 =  ∑ 𝑂𝑗𝑓(𝐶𝑖𝑗)

𝑗

 
 Where: 

• 𝐴𝑖 is access from location i. 
• 𝑂𝑗 is the number of opportunities available at destination j. 
• 𝐶𝑖𝑗 is the cost of travel from i to j. 
• 𝑓(𝐶𝑖𝑗) is the impedance function  This is also the case in Cumulative opportunity measures. When measuring cumulative opportunities, the impedance function 𝑓(𝐶𝑖𝑗) in Hansen’s equation (1) receives the value of 1 when travel time is less than some given threshold 𝑡 as seen on equation (2).         (2) 

𝑓(𝐶𝑖𝑗) = 1 if 𝐶𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑡, else 𝑓(𝐶𝑖𝑗) = 0  Where: 
• 𝑡 is the travel time threshold  Cumulative opportunity measures however are not completely problem free. Typically, they suffer from something called the edge effects. For example, a strict 30-minute time frame will produce a higher accessibility to locations that are within the reach of 29 minutes but will produce a significantly lower accessibility to locations that are further away than the 30-minute time frame. According to Levinson and King (2020) arbitrary results produced by edge effects can be mitigated by producing several time scenarios. To mitigate arbitrary results, in this research cumulative opportunities were calculated for three different scenarios, for 30 minutes, 45 minutes and 60 minutes.   
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 3.4.2 Transport modes  While R5R allows multiple different transport modes for routing, for this indicator the transport modes selected were cycling and all available public transport modes. Park and ride trips made with a bicycle were not reviewed in this study, as the quality of park and ride areas has a significant impact whether the certain legs of the trips are made with bicycle. Currently it is not possible to point out specific bus stop locations for R5R that would have an adequate park and ride options.  3.4.3 Departure time window  When calculating public transport travel times between orgins and destinations, one must select a departure time. A common problem in accessibility analysis is that departure times are selected for specific times, and as public transport service levels differ by time of day, even a small difference in the selected time can make a difference what public transport options and transfers are available, and ultimately also impacts what is accessi-ble (Pereira, 2019). The functionality of R5R offers a solution for the temporal nature of access. By setting a time window parameter the function returns an average accessibility for each minute of departure for the given time window, for the selected trip duration (30-, 45- and 60 minutes). Trip duration is always considered separately from the selected departure time window. For examples see table 5.  Table 5. Example of the departure time window parameter.  
Departure 

time window 
Trip duration Access calculation example 

07:00 – 07:30 30 minutes 

The function calculates accessibility for each minute inside the 
07:00 – 07:30 departure time window and for the set trip du-
ration. The function then returns the average.  

For example, when the departure time reaches 07:20 the func-
tion calculates what is accessible with PT for that specific de-
parture point in time for the maximum trip duration of 30 
minutes. So, the function calculates access based on opportu-
nities that can be reached until time is 7:50. When the depar-
ture time reaches 07:21 the function calculates opportunities 
that can be reached until time is 7:51, and so forth. All the 
access calculations are then combined for an average access.  

07:00 – 07:30 45 minutes 

When the departure time reaches 07:20 the function calculates 
what is accessible for that specific departure point in time for 
the maximum trip duration of 45 minutes. So, the function cal-
culates access based on opportunities that can be reached until 
time is 08:05. When the departure time reaches 07:21 access 
to opportunities is calculated until time reaches 08:06 and so 
forth. 

07:00 – 07:30 60 minutes 

When the departure time reaches 07:20 the function calculates 
what is accessible for that specific departure point in time for 
the maximum trip duration of 60 minutes. So, the function cal-
culates access based on opportunities that can be reached until 
time is 08:20. When the departure time reaches 07:21 access 
to opportunities is calculated until time reaches 08:21 and so 
forth. 
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Initially the time window parameter was decided to be 60 minutes, but because of insuf-ficient RAM of the pc that was used for the calculations, the time window was adjusted down to 30 minutes. However, this should not be a problem for a true workstation pc. A separate time window was set for trips that measure job and education opportunities and for other opportunity types. For jobs and education departure time window was set to 7:00-7:30 am and for other opportunity types 10-10:30 am. Particularly job and education trips accumulate during these early morning hours where other opportunities are accessed later during the day according to Finnish national travel surveys (Liikennevirasto, 2018, p. 104).  3.4.4 Maximum number of transport rides within a trip  Determining the appropriate cut-off thresholds for transfers is a challenge especially when we are assessing the equity of the transportation system. If we allow a greater num-ber of transfers, it might produce a higher access number for systems that are well inte-grated. On the other hand, research has pointed out that people react negatively to trans-fers (e.g., during commutes) (Chowdhury & Ceder, 2016; Kujala, Weckström, Mladeno-
vić & Saramäki, 2018). Fairness in this regard will be hard to define, because an accepta-ble range of transfers will change depending on the system. According to Kujala et al. (2018) there are no well-known studies quantifying the optimal number of public transport transfers during a trip.  For this research the cut-off threshold for maximum allowed number of transfers was set to 1 (i.e., two separate public transport rides can be taken between the origin and destina-tion). This is because older age groups or others who suffer from mobility impairments will typically experience greater strain than those who do not experience mobility impair-ments, despite how well integrated system we have developed.   3.4.5 Length of access, egress, and transfers  Models that portray cycling specific trips have not been assigned a maximum length of the trip in this research. Instead, individual cycling trips are characterized by other cut-off thresholds, like cycling speed (see 3.4.6) and level of traffic stress tolerated (see 3.4.7). On the other hand, accessibility through public transport is also dependent how well peo-ple can access and egress the transit or how well they are able to do transfers on the network. R5R allows the user to set a threshold for the length of access, egress and trans-fer legs of the trip (Pereira et al., 2021). Because this model only assesses transit access, egress and transfer trips that are accessed by walking (instead of using i.e., bicycle) the cut-off thresholds have been set from that perspective. The set thresholds will be taken into account for each leg of the trip separately, so if we set the maximum distance to 1 km, that 1 km can be fulfilled for transit access, a transfer and transit egress. The model also allows for walking only trips if the given opportunity falls in range within the set threshold and is the fastest way to access the opportunity at a given time.   Typically, the literature about public transport has pragmatically determined that a dis-tance of 400 meters to public transport is an adequate length without any other reasoning (Suomalainen, 2014). According to Suomalainen (2014) in the capital region the share of metro access trips done by walking will significantly decrease when the straight-line 
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distance grows from 600 meters to 900 meters. Some other research has pointed out that people are willing to walk around 400 meters to buses and 800 meters to a mode on rails (e.g. Gutiérrez & García-Palomares, 2008). The acceptable length of a journey is also impacted by the quality of the walking environment (Jiang, Zegras & Mehndiratta, 2012), by individual capabilities and length of the whole public transport trip (El-Geneidy et al., 2014). Often literature seems to talk about the straight-line distance, so the real length through the network might be a lot longer.  An acceptable range might also change depending on the scale of the location. For exam-ple, in smaller scale cities bus trunk lines might serve a similar purpose as a rail alternative in larger city regions. Because the access, egress and transfer legs are calculated using the network in this research, the length of this cut-off segment has been set to 1 km.   3.4.6 Walking and cycling speed  In different kinds of routing operations many different speeds for typical walking or cy-cling speeds are used. For example, Google uses approximately 4.8 km/h for walking speed in their routing. A lot of research has been done about comfortable walking speeds (e.g., Bohannon, 1997; Bohannon & Andrews, 2011). According to Bohannon (1997) comfortable walking speed across different ages is approximately 4.8 km/h. However, with age the comfortable walking speed drops down significantly. Typically, above 80-year old’s have a comfortable walking speed of 3 km/h (Bohannon & Andrews, 2011). Walking speed is also impacted by different barrier effects, like crossings with traffic lights. Typically, also older generations are more likely to walk rather than cycle their trips. Hence, the cut-off threshold for walking speed is adjusted to 3.6 km/h which is lower than average to accommodate for much more elderly perspectives.  Aldred et al. (2017) have researched typical cycling speeds in England in a national transport study. According to their research in England typically 18–29-year old’s cycling speed is typically 18.2 km/h among men and 16.9 km/h among women. For ages 60-69 the speed decreases to 15.4 km/h among men and 14.5 km/h among women. Other re-search has come to same conclusions what comes to averages of cycling speeds (e.g. Al-len, Rouphail, Hummer & Milazzo, 1998). Some research has pointed out that age, gender and barrier effects set by infrastructure set their own restrictions for cycling speeds (Al-dred et al., 2017; Bernardi & Rupi, 2015). And typically, women and elderly are more prone to barrier effects within transportation systems (e.g., Ramboll, 2021; Damant-Sirois & El-Geneidy, 2015). To address equity concerns within the modelled cycling speed, an assumption was made that a reasonable cut-off threshold would be below average, to bet-ter reflect those groups of people that are more prone to barrier effects. Hence the cycling speed has been set to 15 km/h.  3.4.7 Level of traffic stress tolerated by cyclist  R5R allows a way for the user to characterize what types of routes are allowed within the cycling network. This is done by setting a level of traffic stress a cyclist can tolerate within the model. For example, the user can restrict mixed traffic situations where a cyclists would have to move to the driveway, what a typical cyclist would consider intolerable (Conveyal, 2022). Setting different levels of traffic stress can help highlight how 
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dedicated cycling infrastructure increases access. The characterization of the cycling net-work happens by dividing the links within the network to four different levels. These four levels describe the stress caused by other traffic (LTS = Level of Traffic Stress). LTS is a concept developed by Mineta transportation institute (Mekuria, Furth & Nixon, 2012) 
that has been imitated to R5’s routing algorithm (Conveyal, 2022). The assignment of LTS levels is determined by OpenStreetMap tags (see table 6). For this research the cut-off threshold for the level of traffic stress was set to 2. To highlight what deficiencies in the cycling infrastructure might cause to access.  Table 6. Description of the different LTS levels  

LTS level Description of the LTS level 

LTS 1 

If the first LTS level is set as a threshold, it will allow cycling on separated, 
parking protected lanes or cycle tracks. It contains links where cars are not 
allowed and low speed streets (tags: highway=residential or highway=living 
street). The first level is considered to be tolerable for most children (Con-
veyal, 2022; Pereira et al., 2021). If the geometry of the links does not reach 
to the destination or there are breaks within the network (e.g., higher LTS link 
between), the model reverts to walking speed until it reaches the set LTS level 
(Conveyal, 2022; Pereira et al., 2021). 

LTS 2 

The second level contains all the links from first LTS level and also those 
streets where there are dedicated cycle lanes and only have to interact with 
traffic at formal crossings (tags: cycleway). The level also contains every road 
link where the speed limit is smaller than 25 miles (40.25 km/h), has fewer 
lanes than 4 and contains one of the following tags: highway=unclassified, 
highway=tertiary or highway=tertiary-link. The second LTS level is considered 
to be tolerable by most of the adult population. (Conveyal, 2022; Pereira et 
al., 2021). 

LTS 3 

If the link does not belong to the first two levels, but contains a tag for cycling, 
then it belongs to the third stress level. May involve close proximity to vehi-
cular traffic. 

LTS 4 Contains all the links from previous levels and also all the links where cyclists 
are required to mix with moderate to high-speed vehicular traffic.   3.5 GIS-based analysis  After the initial cut-off thresholds and opportunity choice sets are selected, accessibility scores are calculated with R5R. The scores are calculated for each opportunity type (jobs, education, hospitals and clinics, grocery stores, pharmacies, libraries, outdoor activity- or sports areas), for each mode selected (cycling and transit that includes 1000 m walks) and for each time scenario (30 minutes, 45 minutes, and 60 minutes). As a result R5R pro-duces an data.table -object that can be extracted into dataframe or CSV -formats (Dowle et al., 2019). The different results are then aggregated into one single CSV file where they can be easily connected to other statistics and derived to different analysis. Data can then be easily connected to different development environments and GIS-systems to produce different kinds of statistics and visual representations (see figure 11).  The aggregated dataset is then merged with population statistics produced by Statistics Finland (2019) to produce analysis of distribution of access to various different 
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population groups and sizes. The data can be then used to analyze equity of access in various different ways (e.g., weighted mean, bivariate maps and benchmarking).  

 Figure 11. Example visualization of cumulative opportunities routing done on R5R.  
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4 Results  In the introduction chapter of this thesis, it was explained that the purpose of this study is not to provide an in-depth analysis of the state of access across sustainable modes in Fin-land, nor is it to make the distinction where accessibility is at a sufficient level. Instead, the purpose of this study is methodology oriented – to find ways how notions of suffi-ciency could be made. Thus, the focus of this chapter is to look at the results from the perspective of methodology and the aggregated tool. We will look at the results in three separate parts. First in the section 4.1 the tool aggregated for the nationwide evaluation of accessibility is presented and showcased with maps and data summaries. In section 4.2 few examples are portrayed how the aggregated toolset can be used to examine the dis-tribution of access across Finland in different geographical scales. And finally in section 4.3 additional ways how accessibility equity can be evaluated with the aggregated tool are looked at.   4.1 Tool for ex-post evaluation of accessibility  As a result of the initialization task, accessibility metrics have been calculated for the whole nation of Finland for 1 km x 1 km national grid and for demonstration purposes a more accurate regional perspective has been aggregated for the 250 m x 250 m national grid of the Pirkanmaa region. Maps of the aggregated data are shown in figures 12-13 and summaries of access across different opportunities shown in tables 8-11. Further maps and statistical summaries can be found from Appendix A and B.   Table 7. Summary of aggregated data  
Summary of aggregated data 

Grid size  Opportunity types 
Travel time 
threshold 

Transport modes 

1 km x 1 km national grid of 
Finland 
  

Workplaces 
Educational facilities 
Grocery stores 
Pharmacies 
Libraries 
Outdoor sports facilities 
Hospitals and clinics 

30 minutes 
45 minutes 
60 minutes 

Public transport (in-
cluding 1000 m walks 

to access, egress or 
transfer) 

 
Cycling 

250 m x 250 m national grid of 
the Pirkanmaa region 

Workplaces 

Educational facilities 
Grocery stores 
Pharmacies 
Libraries 
Outdoor sports facilities 
Hospitals and clinics 

30 minutes 
45 minutes 
60 minutes 

Public transport (in-
cluding 1000 m walks 
to access, egress or 

transfer) 
 

Cycling 

  The aggregated data can be used as a policy support tool in various ways. It can be used to analyse the performance of different transport modes, access between opportunities and the distribution of access for different population groups. Comparison of different areas can be made to seek deficiencies and to prioritize investments. Various maps can 
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give a platform to help seek answers for value-laden questions of transport and land-use planning, by further investigating how transport benefits and costs are distributed. Alt-hough this requires decisions on thresholds from a sufficientarian principle as has been proposed by Martens (2012).    The tool can be used to do comparative analysis of different municipalities across Finland, by looking at differences in distribution of access. By using the tool and taking a system-atic and holistic approach to evaluating accessibility, different administrative bodies and the government can gain valuable information to support planning and decision making for various different geographical scales. If similar datasets would be aggregated on na-tionwide level between one-to-two-year cycles, changes in levels of access could be measured. By measuring change in access, the information can be used for impact assess-ment, how certain transport or land use projects between the cycles have impacted access. However, for more accurate – municipal and regional level analysis, one should consider a smaller grid size as was done in the case of Pirkanmaa region in this research. Smaller grid sizes can be utilized to produce more precise comparative analysis between zip code- or census tract areas.  Table 8. General information about the aggregated dataset  
General information about the aggregated dataset 

  

Total 1 km x 1 km grid cells   157784 

Population (2019) in grid cells  5447669 

Pharmacies 798 

Libraries 580 

Educational facilities 2482 

Grocery stores 2385 

Hospitals and clinics 539 

Outdoor sports facilities 2303 

Job opportunities in grid cells 2139357   Table 9. Summary of access to job opportunities  
Grid cells from where at least 100 job opportunities can be accessed 

Opportunity type Transport mode Number of grid cells Population (2019) 

    30 min 45 min 60 min 30 min 45 min 60 min 

Workplaces PT/1000 m walk 4185 5918 7049 3621791 3886905 3973945 

Workplaces Cycling 15268 22426 29980 4637750 4773568 4879210 
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Table 10. Summary of access to other than job opportunities  
Grid cells from where 1 or more opportunity type can be accessed 

Opportunity type Transport mode Number of grid cells Population (2019) 
    30 min 45 min 60 min 30 min 45 min 60 min 

Pharmacies PT/1000 m walk 1682 3408 4718 2482038 3249184 3458570 

Libraries PT/1000 m walk 1318 2736 3709 2089438 2908722 3217972 

Educational facilities PT/1000 m walk 3652 5680 7065 3170405 3653710 3800093 

Grocery stores PT/1000 m walk 2632 4262 5452 3105769 3522244 3656155 

Hospitals and clinics PT/1000 m walk 1221 2670 3920 1891908 2944052 3315048 

Outdoor sports facilities PT/1000 m walk 2742 4234 5376 2918634 3431787 3591796 

Pharmacies Cycling 11220 17030 23049 4442396 4602265 4703883 

Libraries Cycling 8373 12861 17405 3923061 4142427 4262051 

Educational facilities Cycling 17136 26038 34994 4691291 4839828 4942588 

Grocery stores Cycling 13333 19718 26309 4555895 4687066 4781909 

Hospitals and clinics Cycling 8508 13323 18162 3969410 4313691 4452911 

Outdoor sports facilities Cycling 13026 19386 25726 4448466 4590594 4690418 

  Table 11. Summary of access to all opportunity types  
Grid cells from where at least 1 of each opportunity type and 100 job opportuni-

ties can be accessed 

Opportunity type Transport mode Number of grid cells Population (2019) 

    30 min 45 min 60 min 30 min 45 min 60 min 

All PT/1000 m walk 513 1545 2516 1346305 2513072 2981758  

All Cycling 5109 8251 11352 3474483 3856506 4002912 
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  Figure 12. Cumulative accessibility of different opportunities with a bicycle across Finland.  
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  Figure 13. Cumulative accessibility of different opportunities with public transport/1000 m walk across Finland.   4.2 Accessibility with sustainable modes across Finland  Finland is quite sparsely populated country and thus the aggregated data is highly skewed. This can distort perceptions of access when looking at variety of different sample sizes. Hence for the various graphs and summaries portrayed in this section, different popula-tion thresholds were set to prevent high skewness, as population size is also a relevant factor to weigh in when reviewing distribution of transport service, infrastructure and land use properties. For example, in the graphs shown in figure 14, data was restricted to in-clude only those grid cells where population exceeds 100. However, for individual plan-ning purposes one should consider setting case specific thresholds.  By looking at the aggregated data we can make the distinction that in Finland there are large differences in access between different locations, opportunities, and transport modes. Many factors like land use, available infrastructure, community and population 
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structure, spatial characteristics and the fundamental nature of opportunity types tend to impact access. Typically cycling tends to offer greater possibilities to access opportunities across Finnish municipalities (see figure 14). On the other hand, in the capital region the situation is different as public transport service levels tend to be much higher (see figure 15). Even though PT service levels are higher, cycling holds up very well as an alternative way of accessing opportunities. Cycling tends to be a much more versatile mode of mo-bility when there is available infrastructure, especially on shorter trips.   

 Figure 14. Cumulative accessibility of grocery stores in 45 minutes across large- to medium-sized municipalities in Finland. X-axis represents the number of accessible grocery stores. Y-axis represents the percentage of grid cells that have population greater than 100.  

  Figure 15. Cumulative accessibility of pharmacies in the capital region of Finland. X-axis rep-resents the number of accessible pharmacies and y-axis represents the percentage of grid cells that have population greater than 100.  
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 Figure 16. Comparing differences in distribution of access to education across different modes in the Pirkanmaa region (250 m x 250 m grid).  While assessing access to different opportunities by cycling and public transportation, cycling tends to give far greater access across Finland than public transportation, espe-cially on shorter 30- and 45-minute trips (see figures 16-19). For example, 64 % of the Finnish population can access at least one of each opportunity type and 100 job 
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opportunities with a bicycle in 30 minutes, while only 25 % of the population can access the same number of opportunities with public transport (see table 11 and figure 20).   

 Figure 17. Percentage of Finnish population that can access at least 1 opportunity of certain type within a certain time threshold (cycling).  

 Figure 18. Percentage of Finnish population that can access at least 1 opportunity of certain type within a certain time threshold (public transport).  

 Figure 19. Percentage of Finnish population that can access 1 of each opportunity type and 100 job opportunities within a certain time threshold by cycling or using public transport.  However, when comparing cycling and PT as separate modes, it is useful to remember that for every individual they do not function as substitute modes for one another. Indi-viduals tend to have subjective thresholds of how long trips they are willing to travel. In 
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general, people are less likely to make an over 45-minute trip with a bicycle than with public transport. In the end, the selection of which transport mode to choose comes down to individual preferences like level of comfort, habits, individual capabilities (affected e.g., by disabilities) and temporal effects (like the weather).   

  Figure 20. Comparing differences in the distribution of 45-minute cycling access across differ-ent opportunity types in Tampere (250 m x 250 m grid).  Even though people would not be willing to cycle trips that take longer than 45 minutes it is useful to measure cumulated access across longer trips to make more clear distinc-tions if access problems are emerging more through land use or transport. If there are nearby opportunities available and these locations are not accessible within a reasonable 30-minute cycling or public transport trip, it might implicate that the access problem is more related to transport. Caused by insufficient service levels, lack of infrastructure or barrier effects. Low access levels for longer 60-minute trips might implicate that the prob-lems are more rooted in land-use (i.e., service availability). Acceptable range of access might also vary across different opportunity types. The aggregated data offers the possi-bility to make comparisons between the distribution of different opportunity types. Typ-ically, grocery stores, educational facilities and workplaces tend to be the most accessible opportunity types across Finland, while hospitals and clinics are the least accessible op-portunity types. Although, this is well explained by fundamental differences of the op-portunity types and their differences in land use requirements. In the figure 20, distribu-tion of access across different opportunities in the municipality of Tampere is presented. From this example we can conclude that the relative access with a bicycle in Tampere is 
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quite evenly distributed. Relatively, accessibility is at its weakest when accessing hospi-tals and clinics (approximately 10 % of the locations where population is greater than 50 have no access to hospitals with a bicycle in 45 minutes).  4.3 Measuring equity of transport systems  In section 4.2 it was shown how the aggregated data can be used in multiple different ways to understand the distribution of access. From this perspective the aggregated tool can already be utilized to some degree to do equity-based analysis. By defining specific thresholds, accessibility experienced by specific population groups can be studied even further through comparative analysis. Hence, accessibility metrics can be better utilized to measure social inclusion and exclusion effects realized through transport or land use. In this section, three possible ways of how spatial distribution of accessibility equity can be evaluated are portrayed. These three options are: bivariate maps, weighted mean of access and benchmarking. These three applications have one thing in common: As we have concluded before, they require us to determine thresholds where access is sufficient and insufficient.  4.3.1 Bivariate maps  Different visualizations of cumulative opportunity calculations can be used as a tool to review spatial distribution of group-based accessibility. Bivariate maps (also known as multivariate maps or two-variable maps) are a great way to display geographic features of two different phenomena on a single map. It is a simple way to graphically illustrating the relationship between two spatially distributed variables (Leonowicz, 2006). This is in many cases a better option of comparative analysis than studying two individual maps side-by-side (see figure 16 and 21).  From the perspective of equity, by grouping the aggregated data with different population statistics, bivariate maps can highlight specific points in space where transport supply might not meet access demand. Such maps can have multiple different applications. For example, by comparing the relationship between the relative number of senior citizens within a grid cell and cumulative PT accessibility of hospitals. We can thus recognize specific points in the local geographical scales where the supply (e.g., access provided by public transport) and demand (e.g., certain number of senior citizens that want to access hospitals) do not meet. In other words, we can seek specific locations where there are relatively high populations yet no access to primary opportunity types. Such measures can be particularly useful from the perspective of smaller areas like municipalities and regions, but even for national scale review. Local decision makers can thus set explicit thresholds to improve social inclusion though transportation, prioritize transport and land use initiatives and to monitor supply and demand. Coupled with an online tool such maps could be utilized even on a national scale to look interactively the shortfalls of access across different locations. 
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  Figure 21. Bivariate analysis of the Pirkanmaa region showing the number of people aged above 64 and the number of hospitals and clinics accessible with public transport for three dif-ferent time scenarios (250 m x 250 m grid). Particularly the grid cells colored bright red indi-cate specific locations for the selected thresholds, where access demand is not met by public transport supply.  By measuring access across relevant, primary opportunity types for different de-mographics, transportation planners can broaden their understanding on how transport benefits and burdens are distributed, and decision makers are more prepared to make eq-uity related transport decisions.  4.3.2 Weighted mean of access  Another equity related application for the aggregated dataset would be to look at a weighted mean of access, where the level of access from a grid cell is determined by weights that are assigned for different opportunity types. The weights of different oppor-tunities can be set based on criteria, how a particular population group might prioritize access between different opportunity types in their daily mobility. Hence, decision mak-ers can use this to set levels of sufficiency and to compare equity of access across different population groups more directly. In the figure 22 a demonstration of weighted mean has been calculated for three different set of weights. As Levinson and Wu (2020) have con-cluded, combining different opportunities to be considered as equal units is far from ob-vious task. Thus, the data is first scaled using min-max normalization (equation 3) so that the datapoints fall between the range of 0 and 1. Then the weighted mean of cumulative access from each individual grid cell is calculated (equation 4).  (3) 
𝑥′𝑖 =

𝑥𝑖 − min (𝑥𝑖)

max(𝑥𝑖) − min (𝑥𝑖)
 

 Where: 
• 𝑥𝑖 is the aggregated cumulative access measure of each opportunity type from a grid cell. 
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• min(𝑥𝑖) is the minimum aggregated cumulative access value of the given oppor-tunity type found within the dataset 
• max(𝑥𝑖) is the maximum aggregated cumulative access value of the given oppor-tunity type within the dataset  (4) 

𝑥 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
 Where: 

• 𝑥𝑖 is the normalized, aggregated cumulative access measure of each opportunity type (i) within a grid cell. 
• 𝑤𝑖 is a predetermined weight that is given to an opportunity type (i). Where the weights are normalized so that they add up to 1. 
• 𝑥 is the weighted mean of cumulative access to opportunities from a grid cell  

  Figure 22. Weighted, arithmetic mean of cumulative access in Tampere with public transport in 45 minutes.  The same way as setting thresholds for sufficiency and insufficiency, assigning weights for different population perspectives is a normative process. Hence, communicativeness in the process of setting thresholds should be considered. Weighted mean of access might be particularly useful when it is normalized and operationalized for smaller areal units or for different population sizes. For national review of weighted access, different normali-zation and weighting methods should be considered. Min-max (or linear) normalization 
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is relatively easy and flexible technique and across decision makers might be the easiest to communicate. Although it preserves the relationship with the original data values. This causes everything outside the capital region to be most likely at an insufficient level. In-stead of using arithmetic mean of access, it is common practice to weigh the cumulative access at origin locations (i.e., grid cells) with population to develop system wide aver-ages. Thus, specific population-weighted access that considers the size of specific popu-lation groups should also be considered as an alternative, as it can be more representative measure than arithmetic means (to operationalize such a method see e.g., Levinson & Wu, 2020).   4.3.3 Benchmarking  Benchmarking across different municipalities can also be done from the perspective of different population groups, so that group-based equity of access can be evaluated across different locations. For example, by comparing the relative school aged population and access to educational facilities (see figure 23). Thus, statistical benchmarking can be used to recognize access shortages across different locations. This information could poten-tially be used as a way to prioritize those who are the worst off. The method might be particularly useful when ranking access on the national scale across many different loca-tions. Descriptive benchmarking can also characterize these locations from the perspec-tive of access – how each location has its own dynamic between transportation and land use. If access metrics are calculated on a smaller grid size, such benchmarks can be used to compare even smaller geographical units, like zip code or census block areas. Compar-isons on a smaller geographical scales might help unravel city-regional social exclusion effects caused either by transportation or land use.  

 Figure 23. Distribution of access to educational facilities across 13–19-year-old populations (for populations greater than 50 within grid cell). Displayed are three of the largest Finnish municipalities outside the capital region. 
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5 Discussion and conclusions  In the first part of this discussion and conclusions section we will first have a look at the results from the perspective of the three research questions that were set in the beginning of this thesis. In section 5.2 methodology and data reliability are discussed and finally in section 5.3 implications for future research and development are proposed.    5.1 Discussion of results  In the background section we had a look at some of the different views on distributive justice and discussed their meaning in contemporary transport research and in the context of fairness. Particularly how we still have a tendency to distribute transport benefits and burdens from a utilitarian perspective. We have also looked at alternative principles. We looked at egalitarianism and sufficientarianism, which consider the distribution of bene-fits for the most disadvantaged members in our society a more core policy related agenda. We have also gone through how equity of access has been previously measured and how an accessibility indicator can be operationalized for different scales and purposes. Finally in the results section we have looked at three different alternatives how equity of access could be measured with the aggregated dataset.  Ultimately the key goal of this thesis has been to research different ways how accessibility equity could be measured and evaluated from the perspective of transport systems. The data aggregated here can be used as a metric to evaluate equity of transport in variety of different ways. If iterated further between certain time intervals, comparisons between iterations on a national scale can be made so that changes in access can be analyzed. Hence, planners and decision makers can use such access metrics as a tool for equity related impact assessment. For example, change in access could tell us how certain transport or land use projects have impacted certain areas and population groups either negatively or positively. If our aim were to increase the accessibility of those who are in the most vulnerable position in our system and would set explicit accessibility related targets and levels for sufficiency, measuring change in access could give us a valuable policy support tools to monitor if we are succeeding in our efforts to become more socially and environmentally sustainable. Methods such as weighted mean of access, bivariate analysis and descriptive benchmarking can allow us to measure the more subtle differ-ences in access between different population groups. However, this requires us to make explicit decisions on what cut-off thresholds (i.e., mobility characteristics set for the mod-elling task) and what opportunity types should be selected as a basis for continuous ex-post system analysis. In order to use such indicator comprehensively, definitions of what is considered as sufficient and insufficient should be made. Thus, discussions should be made, what opportunity types are considered as ‘primary’, what level of access to each primary opportunity type is sufficient and what mobility characteristics (e.g., LTS, walk-ing speed, cycling speed or maximum number of transfers) we should use to model ac-cess. This also means that planners should be transparent when setting different mobility characteristics for modelling tasks, to avoid arbitrary elements that impact equity assess-ment.  When aggregating such data for different scales (e.g., for municipalities or regions) one should remember that it is important to not restrict the opportunities only for the specific 
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areal unit that is being studied, as opportunities outside the borders of these areal units can significantly increase the access of opportunities for some residents. This is of course context specific, if the orientation of the study is to look at overall access of residents or at availability of services within specific areal units.  5.2 Discussion of methodology and data reliability  5.2.1 The R5R-package  New more efficient algorithms and more powerful computing hardware have enabled us to cut down the typical workflow of access calculations and thus offer the possibility to analyze even larger datasets, with multiple different travel-time cutoffs and multiple dif-ferent opportunities. This opens up new possibilities to develop more punctual and ex-plicit equity related policy targets. The R5 algorithm and its easy-to-use interface, the R5R-package offers its users the possibility to do all this for multiple different transport modes within a reasonable workload. The methodology enabled by the package has mul-tiple different benefits. It enables its users to account for temporal fluctuations in public transport access, by defining a window of departure. R5R also allows the user to set va-riety of other specific mobility characteristics that ultimately reflect what levels of com-fort a person would consider as tolerable. Although these customizations do not account for the full range of daily mobility characteristics and habits, they serve as a key factor from the perspective of equity related measures. Although the R-package offers great opportunities to measure access, it has at least one drawback that should be acknowl-edged. As Higgins et al. (2022) have noted the drawback of the R5R-package is that the user cannot use a custom transport network and has to rely on OpenStreetMap data, which is bound to include some imperfections especially on a national scale. However, using OSM data makes results more comparable across nations and can be considered to be reliable at least from the perspective of urbanized areas.  5.2.2 Destination choice set  During this research some minor drawbacks were also caused by the availability of relia-ble destination choice set data. While most of the aggregated destination data can be con-sidered as punctual and reliable from the whole nationwide scale, some destinations like libraries and hospitals are bound to have some individual opportunities missing or some locations might require updating particularly in the more remote locations. Most of the location data has been acquired either directly from the source of those organizations that distribute these opportunities (e.g., grocery stores and pharmacies) or from reliable sources like the Finnish government agency (Statistics Finland), that specializes in the production of such data. However, for years open and reliable location data on hospitals and clinics has been recognized as an issue in the Finnish context. Data availability con-tinues to be an issue and often locations have to be manually verified (see e.g., Kotavaara et al., 2021). Here the addresses of hospitals and clinics have been gathered from an open register of Finnish institute of health and welfare (2021) and geocoded to specific geo-graphical coordinates using Python scripts. The lack of reliable data is particularly con-cerning as access of these locations is critical from the point of view of our collective wellbeing. Finland has also recently done a reform (SOTE-uudistus) where the responsi-bility of organizing healthcare, social welfare and rescue services has been transferred 
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from municipalities to larger spatial areas called the “wellbeing regions” (hyvinvoin-tialue). The authorities responsible of the wellbeing regions most likely require reliable knowledge about accessibility, in order to organize these services.   OSM database was used to acquire locations of Finnish libraries. The OSM data contains geographical location data for 560 libraries, but when looking at the website of national service provider of library information there are 874 public municipal libraries across Finland (Helsinki city library, 2022). This data source was only realized after the model-ling task and should be considered as a more up to date source for the next iteration.   5.2.3 Grid size and GTFS data  The use of central coordinates of the national grid as a basis of the analysis, inherently distorts the results to a certain degree. The trip origin is always considered to be the central coordinate of the grid. Thus, one should consider using the smallest grid size available so that granularity could be mitigated. For the operationalization process of the metric intro-duced in this thesis, connectivity between national grid database and the aggregated ac-cessibility metrics were considered important, so the two available grid sizes were 1km x 1 km and 250 m x 250 m. Unfortunately, as this study was done on a personal study computer of the author, with insufficient RAM requirements, the tool was produced on a 1 x 1 km grid for the whole nation. However, a more accurate example was produced for the Pirkanmaa region. For comparison, there are 631984 grid cells (i.e., trip origins) in the smaller grid size and 157784 grid cells in the coarser grid size. Such large amount of trip origins proved to be too much for the computer the research was done on, especially when using time windows where access calculations are done for each minute of depar-ture.  The public transport GTFS data used for the national scale is from the year 2021 when large parts of the country were still affected by the Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic significantly set restrictions and lowered the demand of public transport. Thus, operators had to readjust by lowering service levels and discontinuing some connections. In some form this will have a negative impact to access calculations of public transport. There is also other temporal variation in the GTFS data, and the PT access levels modelled in this research portray only a specific 30-minute departure time window of one specific week-day (Monday, 07.06.2021). For the smaller grid size example from Pirkanmaa, GTFS data from year 2022 was used (Monday 15.08.2022). For a more thorough analysis one should also consider looking at access differences across different times.   5.3 Implications for future research and development  Accessibility can be used as key metric for transportation planning and decision making and ex-post evaluations to assess whether our efforts are leading us into the right direction regarding policy targets. By studying the distribution of access across different opportu-nities, demographics and different locations, planners and decision makers can gain val-uable information how equity related problems emerge through transport or land-use. Hence, equity related transport issues can be more explicitly defined, discussed and acted upon. From an egalitarian viewpoint, when spatial distribution of access of a certain 
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opportunity does not meet people who typically want to access this type of opportunity – it is a clear point for actions for planners and decision makers. From a sufficientarian viewpoint, it begs the question of thresholds. As van der Veen et al. (2020) have noted, for transportation planners it is important to be able to recognize subjects (groups of peo-ple or areas) for prioritization. To help decision makers determine thresholds for suffi-cient and insufficient access that can then be conceptualized for prioritization, the author presents the following normative questions for consideration:   
• What are the primary opportunity types people should have access to? 
• What should be the minimum number of certain population (e.g., pensioners) within a grid cell that should have access by using a certain transport mode (e.g., public transport) to at least 1 primary opportunity type (e.g., healthcare) within a certain time threshold (e.g., 30-, 45- and 60 minutes)?  Often social and environmental sustainability go hand in hand. GIS-based accessibility measures can be a great policy support tool for evaluating the state of the transportation system from the perspective of both environmental and social sustainability. It can help us drive a sustainable change in the system, by making it possible to measure distribution of benefits and burdens. Thus, more detailed policy targets can be made. For a sustainable change to happen, the author’s recommendation is to set key accessibility related targets for the most vulnerable groups and for environmentally sustainable modes. This also re-quires that the change in access is measured regularly. To make such measures more us-able and explicit, one should consider the use of online tools that are easy to approach and can be interactive (see figure 24). By using an interactive online tool, planners and decision makers can better conceptualize accessibility related strategies, when they can explore relationships between population groups, different opportunities and transport modes in communicative planning sessions (For examples see: IPEA, 2022; MUSE re-search group, 2022).   In order to make accessibility measures a more explicit tool for decision making, the au-thor proposes the following recommendations as next steps of development:  
• Making a more accurate 250 m x 250 m grid tool for nationwide accessibility. 
• Taking aggregated data to an online platform where planners and decision makers can interact with the data. 
• Organize communicative planning sessions to discuss thresholds for sufficient and insufficient access, primary opportunity types and mobility characteristics (i.e., cut-off thresholds) that are used for modelling. When using weighted meth-ods also discuss what should be the weight of access of each opportunity type for different population groups. 
• The open and reliable data about social- and healthcare services in Finland con-tinues to be an issue and slows down the accumulation of research and develop-ment. As Finland has reformed its policy how social, healthcare and rescue ser-vices are distributed to new areal units (SOTE-regions), it would be beneficial if the location data of different health care related services would be openly 
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available. Encourage openly available location data to accelerate development and to also improve the quality of plans and policy actions of SOTE-regions. 
 

  Figure 24. The interface of an online tool developed by IPEA (2022) for estimation of Access to different opportunities. Portraying the accessible job opportunities across the city of Porto Ale-gre, Brazil.  During this research further research implications were also recognized. The goal of this thesis has been to research different ways of how the spatial distribution of accessibility equity could be measured and evaluated. The results of this thesis now leave the door open for further research and interpretations on how access is actually distributed and experienced by different population groups across different locations in Finland. Thus, following topics are recommended for further research:   
• This research proposed three different ways how equity of access could be meas-ured: Bivariate analysis, weighted mean of access and benchmarking. Further re-search is suggested to compare the advantages and disadvantages of such methods from the perspective of measuring transport justice and social inclusion. 
• Initially the goal of this research was to also compare how equity of access could be measured in relation to income. However, as income is intertwined with large systemic elements and has a high variability across Finland it was left out of the research agenda. Thus, further research is suggested, how income differences in relation to equity of access with the aggregated data could be measured in the Finnish context. 
• A comprehensive survey study on access of different opportunity types would help accumulate knowledge on accessibility. The survey could research what types of opportunities different population groups want to access and which of the opportunities they consider as “primary”. The Finnish national travel survey (HLT) is a positivist, empirical research on how people are currently travelling. However, this proposed research should be considered as a separate branch of mobility research. A comprehensive access study would be a normative look on how people would like to travel and what they would like to access. Such research 
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would help set the levels of sufficiency and selection of primary opportunity types for each population group. All this would help us to act on transport related social exclusion effects. When coupled with the HLT data, interesting mobility insights could be found. 
• R5R-packgage allows the user not only to explore spatial distribution of access but also temporal distribution of access. Further research about the differences in access for different population groups for different times of the day would also provide another layer of equity related analysis. From the perspective of time, winter is also a temporal condition that impacts access. Particularly from the view-point of cycling an interesting research agenda would be to investigate how dif-ferent weather conditions or winter maintenance levels impact the levels of access. 
• R5R-package allows the user to also model the integration of cycling and public transport, by looking at bike and ride trips. Further research on access potential through mode integration is recommended. 
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Appendix B  Summary of accessibility statistics for grid cells where population > 100 
30 min 

Opportunity type Transport mode Min 1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu Max 

Pharmacies PT / 1000 m walk 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7433 1.0000 42.0000 

Libraries PT / 1000 m walk 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4263 0.0000 27.0000 

Educational facilities PT / 1000 m walk 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.756 1.000 73.000 

Grocery stores PT / 1000 m walk 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.567 1.000 153.000 

Hospitals and clinics PT / 1000 m walk 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3523 0.0000 15.0000 

Workplaces PT / 1000 m walk 0 25 107 3339 649 266361 

Outdoor sports facili-

ties 
PT / 1000 m walk 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.673 1.000 72.000 

45 min 

Opportunity type Transport mode Min 1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu Max 

Pharmacies PT / 1000 m walk 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.861 2.000 81.000 

Libraries PT / 1000 m walk 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.78 1.00 59.00 

Educational facilities PT / 1000 m walk 0.000 0.000 1.000 6.974 6.000 176.000 

Grocery stores PT / 1000 m walk 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.67 6.00 347.00 

Hospitals and clinics PT / 1000 m walk 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.27 1.00 28.00 

Workplaces PT / 1000 m walk 0 33 243 14592 5996 489921 

Outdoor sports facili-

ties 
PT / 1000 m walk 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.174 3.000 244.000 

60 min 

Opportunity type Transport mode Min 1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu Max 

Pharmacies PT / 1000 m walk 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.009 5.000 94.000 

Libraries PT / 1000 m walk 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.907 2.000 70.000 

Educational facilities PT / 1000 m walk 0.00 0.00 1.00 15.43 14.00 295.00 

Grocery stores PT / 1000 m walk 0.00 0.00 1.00 23.36 15.00 437.00 

Hospitals and clinics PT / 1000 m walk 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.637 4.000 32.000 

Workplaces PT / 1000 m walk 0 40 419 31902 17123 571850 

Outdoor sports facili-

ties 
PT / 1000 m walk 0.00 0.00 1.00 16.86 9.00 437.00 

30 min 

Opportunity type Transport mode Min 1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu Max 

Pharmacies Cycling 0.0 1.0 1.0 3.4 4.0 42.0 

Libraries Cycling 0.000 0.000 1.000 2.168 2.000 34.000 

Educational facilities Cycling 0.000 2.000 4.000 9.249 12.000 90.000 

Grocery stores Cycling 0.0 2.0 4.0 12.8 14.0 186.0 

Hospitals and clinics Cycling 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.896 2.000 17.000 

Workplaces Cycling 2 715 2674 13607 12532 332372 
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Outdoor sports facili-

ties 
Cycling 0.00 1.00 4.00 10.86 11.00 148.00 

45 min 

Opportunity type Transport mode Min 1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu Max 

Pharmacies Cycling 0.000 1.000 2.000 5.728 6.000 68.000 

Libraries Cycling 0.000 0.000 1.000 3.784 3.000 52.000 

Educational facilities Cycling 0.00 2.00 6.00 15.93 18.00 157.00 

Grocery stores Cycling 0.00 2.00 6.00 22.56 23.00 294.00 

Hospitals and clinics Cycling 0.000 1.000 1.000 2.953 4.500 22.000 

Workplaces Cycling 9 1047 4311 25379 21235 436526 

Outdoor sports facili-

ties 
Cycling 0.0 2.0 5.0 19.8 16.0 258.0 

60 min 

Opportunity type Transport mode Min 1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu Max 

Pharmacies Cycling 0.000 1.000 3.000 8.114 9.000 81.000 

Libraries Cycling 0.000 1.000 1.000 5.519 5.000 61.000 

Educational facilities Cycling 0.00 3.00 8.00 22.97 24.00 221.00 

Grocery stores Cycling 0.00 2.00 8.00 32.74 30.00 368.00 

Hospitals and clinics Cycling 0.000 1.000 2.000 3.983 6.000 26.000 

Workplaces Cycling 10 1379 6079 37984 29968 525838 

Outdoor sports facili-

ties 
Cycling 0.00 2.00 7.00 29.63 22.00 357.00 

      


